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Light–matter interactions that induce charge and energy 
transfer across interfaces form the foundation for photoca-
talysis1,2, energy harvesting3 and photodetection4, among 
other technologies. One of the most common mechanisms 
associated with these processes relies on carrier injec-
tion. However, the exact role of the energy transport asso-
ciated with this hot-electron injection remains unclear. 
Plasmon-assisted photocatalytic efficiencies can improve 
when intermediate insulation layers are used to inhibit the 
charge transfer5,6 or when off-resonance excitations are 
employed7, which suggests that additional energy trans-
port and thermal effects could play an explicit role even 
if the charge transfer is inhibited8. This provides an addi-
tional interfacial mechanism for the catalytic and plasmonic 
enhancement at interfaces that moves beyond the tradition-
ally assumed physical charge injection9–12. In this work, we 
report on a series of ultrafast plasmonic measurements that 
provide a direct measure of electronic distributions, both spa-
tially and temporally, after the optical excitation of a metal/
semiconductor heterostructure. We explicitly demonstrate 
that in cases of strong non-equilibrium, a novel energy trans-
duction mechanism arises at the metal/semiconductor inter-
face. We find that hot electrons in the metal contact transfer 
their energy to pre-existing free electrons in the semiconduc-
tor, without an equivalent spatiotemporal transfer of charge. 
Further, we demonstrate that this ballistic thermal injec-
tion mechanism can be utilized as a unique means to modu-
late plasmonic interactions. These experimental results are 
well-supported by both rigorous multilayer optical modelling 
and first-principle ab initio calculations.

We hypothesize a novel interfacial energy transduction mecha-
nism that arises from the non-equilibrium dynamics at metal/semi-
conductor interfaces when electron temperatures are highly elevated 
relative to the crystal lattice temperature at ultrafast timescales. In 
this regime, interfacial energy injection (without a similar concomi-
tant charge injection) from an excited metal to a non-metal offers 
the possibility to remotely manipulate the photonic and electronic 
properties of non-metals without relying on specific photonic or 
electronic excitations in the non-metal or metal contact. This would 
enable remote control of the non-metal’s functional properties via 
solely energy transfer and lead to the potential for new classes of 

material heterostructures and technologies in which the optical and 
electrical functional performances are controlled by heat.

To test this hypothesis, we must identify a system that lacks fac-
ile charge injection across a metal/semiconductor interface when 
in an excited state. Electron injection and/or interfacial electronic 
thermal diffusion occurs in response to a gradient in the electronic 
chemical potential or Fermi level induced by an extrinsic perturba-
tion (for example, photonic excitation, temperature differences or 
applied bias). Additionally, for charge to traverse across a bound-
ary, the excited carriers must have enough energy to overcome or 
tunnel through any Schottky barrier that exists at the interface. 
However, what happens when the excited carriers are not accom-
panied by a change in the electronic chemical potential? How 
do charge and heat in a spatially homogeneous chemical poten-
tial flow across an ohmic contact? We address these questions by 
studying the ultrafast thermal transport mechanisms across gold/
yttrium-doped cadmium oxide (Au/Y:CdO) interfaces with a vari-
ety of subpicosecond pump–probe measurements. When described 
by a near-equilibrium Fermi–Dirac distribution, the electrons in Au 
have a nearly temperature-independent electronic chemical poten-
tial13; as such, when excited by an absorbed energy pulse, there is no 
driving force for the transfer of charge, but there is an energy gradi-
ent that drives the transfer of heat. Further, Au forms a barrier-free 
ohmic contact with Y:CdO, a degenerate semiconductor. In con-
cert, these two effects should eliminate the ability for light-induced 
charge transfer to occur at this metal/semiconductor interface at 
picosecond and longer timescales.

With these two factors in mind, charge carriers are not expected 
to flow between two materials after a pulsed excitation of con-
duction electrons in Au. Importantly, the weak electron–phonon 
coupling factor of Au allows its excited electrons to stay at highly 
elevated temperatures for prolonged times relative to those of other 
metals. Thus, after the ultrafast excitation of Au, energy can bal-
listically traverse the Au film through the electron subsystem to 
reach the Au/CdO interface, which can occur before the electron 
subsystem thermalizes with the phonons and loses its excess energy 
to the Au lattice subsystem. As this energy front in Au reaches 
the Au/CdO interface, the hot-electron subsystem in Au can then 
directly couple excess energy into CdO’s electron subsystem due 
to the strong overlap of electronic wavefunctions between the two 
materials. This results in a ballistic energy transduction across the 
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interface with a relatively negligible charge transfer, which we refer 
to as ballistic thermal injection (BTI). Schematics of the typically 
assumed charge-injection process and our proposed BTI process are 
shown in Fig. 1a,b, respectively.

In addition to the unique ability to separate energy and charge 
transfer processes, doped CdO is a model mid-infrared plas-
monic material that supports free electron densities on the order 
of 1019–1021 cm−3 while maintaining high electron mobilities of 
300–500 cm−2 V−1 s−1 (refs. 14–16). These electronic properties enable 
strong, sharp and resonant light–matter interactions at mid- to 
near-infrared frequencies. As in other plasmonic materials, these 

resonances are highly sensitive to local changes in the electronic 
environment, which include electron density, effective mass and 
dielectric constant. A key difference here is that, rather than prob-
ing the surface and environment-sensitive surface plasmon polari-
tons, as is common in thin-film metallic plasmonics, we optically 
monitored the resonant radiative bulk epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) 
mode (also known as the Brewster mode) of the CdO after the opti-
cal excitation of the Au film. Our sample geometry was especially 
convenient for this experiment, as the Au film also acted as a mir-
ror that enhanced the free-space coupling of the ENZ mode, which 
allowed us to monitor the reflectivity of the CdO/Au heterostruc-
ture from the backside through a transparent substrate. Owing to 
the high electronic mobility of our Y:CdO, the ENZ mode mani-
fested as a sharp resonant dip in the reflectivity (that is, an absorp-
tion peak), which made it straightforward to resolve changes in the 
optical behaviour. This scheme provides high sensitivity to the spa-
tial distribution of electronic energy in the semiconductor as well as 
its temporal evolution after energy transfer from the metallic film; a 
schematic of this measurement technique and the sample configu-
ration is shown in Fig. 1c, and greater detail can be found in the 
Supplementary Information. In the following, we demonstrate the 
long-lived modulation of the CdO ENZ mode after Au excitation, 
and show that this modulation can be explained by the BTI process 
and not by a charge transfer mechanism.

To gain initial insight into the hot-electron dynamics at the 
Au/CdO interface, and ensure our hypothesis of BTI can occur in 
these systems, we first performed time-domain thermoreflectance 
(TDTR) measurements17,18 on the Au/CdO samples supported by 
sapphire (Al2O3) substrates, in which both the pump and probe 
were focused on the top Au film/air interface. These measurements 
allowed us to quantify the ultrafast energy flow across the Au/CdO 
and CdO/substrate interfaces and assess the timescales of thermal 
transport at each interface. A description to provide a concep-
tual understanding of the ultrafast TDTR data is provided in the 
Supplementary Information and Supplementary Fig. 1.

Our TDTR measurements (Fig. 2a) on the 15 nm Au/100 nm CdO 
films display the signature ‘back-heating’ from subsurface 
energy deposition and transient thermal diode effects from the 
more-efficient ballistic injection of energy across an interface than 
that of diffusive flow of heat towards the surface. This indicates that 
hot electrons in the Au transferred their energy to free electrons in 
the CdO at ultrafast timescales17,19. Conversely, when a thin 15 nm 
dielectric HfO2 layer was placed between the Au and CdO, this 
energy transfer process was inhibited and no signs of back-heating 
or transient diode effects were observed. This observation also rules 
out any possibility that the pump beam directly excites the CdO 
film and is the cause for subsurface heating or optically spurious 
signals, as the HfO2 is optically transparent to the pump wavelength. 
It also confirms our posit that this 15-nm dielectric barrier, which 
limits the electron wavefunction overlap between Au and CdO, will 
inhibit thermal energy transduction across the Au/CdO interface.

As mentioned, interpreting the spectroscopic characteristics in 
typical pump–probe experiments, such as TDTR, can be quite dif-
ficult, as several mechanisms can lead to nearly identical signatures. 
In both metal/metal and Au/CdO heterostructures, there are two 
potential mechanisms for subsurface heating at ultrafast timescales: 
charge injection and our proposed BTI process. In both situations, 
an ohmic contact between the two materials with a high carrier den-
sity may lead one to expect facile charge injection into the under-
lying metal or, in our case, the degenerately doped semiconductor 
CdO. In this case, the injected electron would eventually decay 
within the CdO via electron–phonon coupling and induce a subsur-
face temperature rise. Contrarily, the back-heating signatures could 
result from BTI without any concomitant charge flow: optically 
deposited energy ballistically traverses Au’s electronic subsystem to 
reach the interface, where it efficiently couples energy directly to the 
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Fig. 1 | Proposed mechanism of interfacial energy transfer and 
experimental schematic. a, Hot electron injection: the process typically 
assumed to occur at metal/semiconductor interfaces after photoexcitation 
of the metallic contact. In this case, hot electrons are first generated in the 
Au (1). At sufficiently high electron temperatures, the electrons traverse the 
interface and add charge to the conduction band (CB) of the semiconductor 
(2). b, Ballistic thermal injection (BTI): our proposed process for metal/
semiconductor interfaces after an ultrafast excitation of the metal contact. 
This mechanism relies on hot-electron generation in the metal (1); prior to 
the electron–phonon coupling (less than a couple of picoseconds), energy 
propagates ballistically towards the metal/semiconductor interface. The 
electron energy front reaches the interface, whereby the electrons transfer 
their energy (2), rather than charge, to the pre-existing free electrons in 
the semiconductor’s conduction band. The pre-existing semiconductor’s 
electrons are now at an elevated temperature (see electron temperature 
profile in c, depicted by the purple and blue curves), and are promoted 
to elevated states in the conduction band (3) (for example, intraband 
excitations). Note that the scattering processes after either charge injection 
or the proposed BTI energy transfer mechanism, such as hot electron–
electron scattering, are excluded for clarity. c, Schematic of our ultrafast 
ENZ experiment to spatially resolve the electron energy distribution after 
the potential injection processes. The 520 nm pump beam excites the Au 
surface at the Au/air interface, and a subpicosecond probe pulse monitors 
the ENZ mode of a thin y:CdO film. EF, Fermi energy; MIR, mid-infrared;  
Te, electron temperature; VB, valence band.
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electronic subsystem of the underlying CdO. After this BTI process, 
the now-excited electrons in the underlying CdO would couple to 
the lattice and lead to subsurface heating.

To distinguish the charge injection versus BTI processes, we sim-
ulated the electronic interactions involved in the non-equilibrium 
photoinduced dynamics via ab initio real-time time-dependent 
density functional theory (TDDFT) for electrons coupled to 
non-adiabatic molecular dynamics (NAMD) for atomic motions 
(Fig. 2c). The calculations reveal that, after photoexcitation of 
the Au, the hot electron remains within the Au and the tail of its 
wavefunction extends into the CdO layer. This tail directly cou-
ples energy to electrons in the CdO within picoseconds, followed 
by electron–phonon relaxation through high-frequency phonon 
modes20. Concurrently, the hot electron’s wavefunction quickly 
(~6 ps) relocalizes within the Au (Fig. 2b,c), which quenches the 
BTI. The calculations show that energy transfer from Au to CdO 
is mediated by hot-electron-energy coupling and not a phononic 
or charge-injection process. This result, obtained with small repre-
sentations of the Au/CdO interface, agrees well with our observed 
experimental trends and supports the two-temperature interpreta-
tion of our results.

This BTI mechanism offers a unique opportunity to manipulate 
the electrons in an optically active material through injected heat as 
opposed to relying on direct photonic or electronic perturbations, 

as is commonly done. Instead, the BTI process remotely manipu-
lates the photonic or electronic response of a non-metal through 
optical excitation of the metal transducer. To demonstrate this, we 
performed additional pump–probe experiments on the heterostruc-
ture, in which a tunable infrared probe monitored the ENZ behav-
iour of the CdO after visible (520 nm) excitation of the Au film at 
picosecond timescales. This ENZ mode is highly sensitive to the 
electronic environment and free carrier dynamics within the CdO. 
By monitoring CdO’s optical behaviour, we gained direct knowl-
edge of how the electronic environment changed with time during 
the BTI process. See the Supplementary Information for additional 
details on the ENZ modes and this experiment.

With the pump excitation of Au, the ENZ absorption peak of CdO 
at ~3,800 nm redshifted, which increased the absorption (decreased 
the reflectivity) at longer wavelengths. Concurrently, the absorption 
(reflectivity) decreased (increased) at shorter wavelengths, though 
to a lesser extent. This asymmetric redshift persisted for hundreds 
of picoseconds after the thermal excitation of the Au film.

Our observation of a redshift immediately negates the possibility 
of electron injection from the Au into the CdO layer. Based on the 
Drude model, the ENZ mode of a conducting thin film is centred 
at the screened plasma frequency, ωENZ ¼ ωp=

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
ϵ1

p
I

, where ϵ∞ is the 
high-frequency dielectric constant, ωp ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nee2=mϵ0

p

I
, and where 

ne is the free electron density and m* is the effective mass of the 
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Fig. 2 | Interpreting subsurface heat deposition with ab initio calculations. a, TDTR curves for 15 nm Au on 100 nm CdO with a carrier concentration of 
7.7 × 1019 cm−3. In the case that the two are in direct contact (red line), back-heating is clearly observed, indicative of electron injection. Conversely, the 
addition of a thin dielectric layer between the two media (dashed blue line) inhibits this injection effect and leads to electron thermalization only within 
the Au film. b, Evolution of electron localization on Au atoms; zero time corresponds to the initially excited state. Although the electron remains primarily 
localized within the Au slab, its wavefunction extends into the CdO, which allows for a greatly increased energy transfer rate due to the high-frequency 
modes available within the CdO. After a few picoseconds, as the structure relaxes, the electron relocalizes solely within the Au layer, which thus ends the 
BTI process. c, Left: optimized structure of the Au/CdO simulation cell. The CdO slab is about twice as thick as the Au slab, which mimics the experiments. 
Middle and right: charge densities of the initial (t = 0 ps) pumped (middle) and final (t = 14 ps) (right) states, respectively. The excited hot electron 
localized on Au has a tail into CdO. The relaxed electron is localized nearly fully on Au, because the Au Fermi level is inside the CdO bandgap.
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electrons. Therefore, any electron injection would increase ne and 
result in a blueshift of the ENZ absorption peak, in direct contrast 
to our experimental results.

Although one could argue that hole injection or heating of the 
CdO layer may be occurring, which would result in a decrease in 
ne and an increase in m*, respectively, both would lead to a sym-
metric redshift. As indicated before and shown in Fig. 3a,c, we 
clearly observe an asymmetric redshift. To understand the origin 
of this asymmetry, we performed optical transfer matrix method 
(TMM, Fig. 3b,c) calculations to model how the electron distribu-
tion changes in the CdO layer after Au excitation (a more detailed 
description can be found in the Supplementary Information).

Our TMM calculations reveal that ne remains unchanged 
in the CdO, regardless of pump fluence or the relative pump–
probe time delay, which indicates that neither electron nor hole  
injection occurs. Rather, in accordance with our BTI hypoth-
esis, the energy distribution of these charges changes based on 
the following physical processes. First, the Au couples its elec-
tronic energy to the CdO, and thus heats free electrons within a 
thin (<5 nm) CdO layer near the Au/CdO interface. This energy 

heats the electrons, which leads to a local increase in m* within 
this layer21. Additionally, because the scattering rate is inversely 
proportional to the effective mass, our model also captures a local 
decrease in the damping frequency of the free electrons. As this 
heated layer is now out of equilibrium relative to the remainder 
of the CdO, electrons from the ‘bulk’ of the film diffuse towards 
the hot CdO layer, which temporarily forms an accumulation 
layer near the Au/CdO interface and slightly decreases ne through-
out the remainder of the CdO film. Note, this electron diffusion 
is permitted in CdO due to its temperature-dependent electron 
chemical potential, unlike the constant chemical potential associ-
ated with Au. This increase in the local number density leads to 
a corresponding decrease in the high-frequency permittivity, ϵ∞  
(refs. 22,23). As shown in Fig. 3c, the TMM calculations only 
reproduce our experimental results, with excellent agreement, 
when our proposed BTI energy transfer mechanism is invoked. 
TMM-simulated electron or hole injection cannot explain the 
observed asymmetric redshift in ENZ absorption, regardless of 
whether the charge is injected into the full CdO layer or into a 
thin slab near the interface. We also note that a lack of ‘net’ charge 
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transfer, as observed in these ultrafast experiments, exists through 
pre-existing theories, namely via non-equilibrium electronic ther-
mal diffusion (Supplementary Fig. 9). Although we cannot fully 
rule out the effects of this mechanism, we believe it may play a 
supporting role and operate in-tandem with the proposed BTI 
mechanism; additional details on this note can be found in the 
Supplementary Information.

Finally, we note that electronic non-equilibrium within the CdO, 
and thus the associated remote modulation of the ENZ mode, is 
altered for prolonged times with a 1/e decay time of approximately 
700 ps (Fig. 3d). This length of modulation is orders of magnitude 
greater than those of previous works that investigated light-induced 
changes in the plasmonic absorption of the CdO film21. This 
long-lived modulation is ultimately enabled by the aforementioned 
transient thermal diode effect that is enabled by the BTI process 
across the Au/CdO interface.

In summary, we found that under non-equilibrium conditions, 
photoexcited metals can undergo an electron-mediated ballistic 
energy transfer process that can remotely modulate the electronic 
environment of an underlying degenerate semiconductor via heat. 
We termed this effect ballistic thermal injection (BTI) to distin-
guish it from the well-studied charge injection effects caused by hot 
electrons that traverse an energy barrier. From an application per-
spective, one could conceive of several applications in which longer 
optical or electronic modulation lifetimes are more beneficial than 
those that cannot be achieved via the more traditionally studied 
hot electron injection (carrier injection) across interfaces, such as 
catalysis, sensing or energy harvesting. The long-lived modulation 
of ENZ media, in particular, can be utilized as a selective emitter 
for thermophotovoltaic conversion, as BTI can prolong the desired 
state of emissivity, or non-linear phenomena, such as four-wave 
mixing and high harmonic generation. Furthermore, the proposed 
BTI energy transduction mechanism could provide an explanation 
for discrepancies between current theory and experimental results 
in light–matter interactions, such as photocatalysis, that rely on 
either the framework of a charge-transfer motif or solely phononic 
heat conduction.
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Methods
Sample fabrication. Heteroepitaxial thin films of Y-doped CdO were prepared by 
reactive high-power impulse magnetron sputtering from a metallic Cd target and by 
reactive radio-frequency sputtering from a metallic Y target. All the films were grown 
on epitaxial-polished Al2O3. Film thicknesses were determined by X-ray reflectivity 
measurements. Finally, 15 nm of Au was deposited via electron-beam evaporation.

TDTR. To gain insight into the temperature response of the Au film after pulsed 
excitation, we performed and repeated TDTR measurements on two different 
systems; these are identical in all aspects, except that one is two-tint (for example, 
the pump and probe are both centred at a wavelength of 800 nm) and the other is 
two colour (for example, the pump is frequency doubled via a bismuth tri-borate 
crystal to a wavelength of 400 nm and the probe operates at the fundamental 
800 nm output). In both cases, the pump beam was modulated at 8.8 MHz and 
focused to the sample surface.

Optical pump–infrared probe measurements. To monitor the ENZ condition of 
the doped CdO film after excitation of the Au film, we utilized a second pump–
probe system to measure the differential reflectivity. This experiment relies on a 
400 fs laser operating at its fundamental wavelength of 1,040 nm with a repetition 
rate of 500 kHz (Spectra Physics 30W Spirit-HP). The output was split into two 
paths. The first path is frequency doubled to a wavelength of 520 nm, which 
operates as the pump pulse. This pump was passed down a mechanical delay stage, 
mechanically chopped at a frequency of 451 Hz, and then focused to the surface of 
the Au metal film at the Au/air interface. The other portion of the beam was passed 
through an optical parametric amplifier, in which the signal beam was filtered 
out and the idler operated as the probe; this probe beam was spectrally varied 
in 10 nm increments from 3,400 to 4,200 nm and focused onto the Au surface at 
the CdO/Au interface. The sapphire/100 nm CdO/Au sample was mounted on a 
mechanical goniometer to allow for a high precision in defining the incident angle 
of the probe beam. Although the ENZ resonance for this structure had a minimal 
angular dependence and inhibited reflection at the plasma frequency from 30 to 
70°, the peak absorption occurred at 55°, at which we thus performed the majority 
of our experiments. Note, the probe beam was p-polarized for the majority of our 
experimental results as only this polarization is sensitive to the ENZ mode.

TDDFT. The non-equilibrium dynamics of coupled electrons and nuclei were 
simulated by real-time TDDFT for the electronic evolution coupled to ionic 
motions via NAMD. The simulation cell was formed from five layers of CdO and 
three layers of Au atoms to imitate the experimental thickness ratio of the CdO and 
Au films, and 20 Å of vacuum separated the slabs. The simulation cell contained 
138 atoms in total, which included 60 Cd, 60 O and 18 Au atoms. The geometric 
and electronic structure calculations and adiabatic molecular dynamics are 
carried out with Quantum Espresso24,25. The simulations use the PBE functional, 
an 820 eV energy cutoff for the plane-wave basis set and a 4 × 6 × 1 k-point mesh 
grid. After the structure optimization, the system was brought up to 300 K in the 
canonical ensemble using the Andersen thermostat. Then, a 5 ps trajectory was 
obtained in the microcanonical ensemble and used for the subsequent NAMD 
simulations. The adiabatic state energies and nonadiabatic (NA) coupling were 
calculated for each step of the molecular dynamics run. The 5 ps NA Hamiltonian 
obtained in this way was iterated several times to simulate longer time dynamics. 
The nuclear dynamics of the system was rather simple, as it involved no long-term 
atomic rearrangements, and therefore 5 ps were sufficient to sample the nuclear 
motions that drive the electron dynamics (see Supplementary Fig. 3 for the 
electron–phonon relaxation). The NAMD calculations were carried out using 
the quantum-classical fewest-switches surface hopping technique implemented 
with real-time TDDFT in the PYXAID code26,27. The initial 1,000 geometries 
were sampled from the 5 ps molecular dynamics trajectory, and 100 stochastic 
realizations of the fewest-switches surface hopping process were generated for each 

geometry. Additional details on the TDDFT/NAMD calculations can be found in 
the Supplementary Information, which includes the relative electron density of 
states of the Au/CdO system (Supplementary Fig. 2) and the phonon frequencies of 
the system (Supplementary Fig. 4).

Additional calculations performed with thicker Au and CdO slabs 
(Supplementary Figs. 5–8) demonstrate a similar shift of wavefunction localization 
from Au to CdO, and then back to Au. The localization shift required a longer 
time in thicker slabs, and slowly approached the experimental result (Fig. 2a). 
The electron–phonon relaxation became slightly slower in the thicker slabs at the 
earlier times, because Au atoms are heavier than CdO atoms.

Data availability
The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study 
are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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